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The Village Echo
Editorial
I am extremely pleased to welcome three new contributors to the
Echo this edition. John Debenham opened the proceedings with the first
article on p.3, with the Story of the Soap. This was followed by Neil
Ransford’s early recall of the Charmouth House Hotel – alas no more. Jan
Green’s name enters the new contributor list with rich memories of
Nutcombe Terrace with Rita and dependable Malcolm. Thank you all for your
efforts; they are just what we want.
Having mentioned Rita, we welcome her return to verse after too long
a creative pause. The subject of her lines celebrates what has become our
village winter festival, the Royal Oak’s Christmas Swim. On Christmas
morning, the crowd was enormous, the immersers, in their dozens and
variously clad, leapt in the brine with wild halloos or shrieks. It was a pity it
was low tide. Many of them were severely tested, some appearing to be
hypothermic before their knees were wet. It was a grand morning though, even
if brief.
Two stanzas of Rita’s poem had a particular poignancy in recalling a
very dear lady, the founder of the Christmas Swim many years ago, Eileen
Milton. She is still missed. Thank you for that memory Rita. Carol and Jeff
Prosser have continued the swim tradition in fine style and with constant good
cheer throughout the entire year. The collection for the RNLI was an all time
record of £1,930. Well done both.!
Another annual event was this year’s very successful pantomime. Yes, it
was history in that it was a successful village enterprise and the forth annual
panto performed with an all-star local cast. It will justly enter the Village
annals. However, from another perspective it must be said that the latitude
normally allowed with historical truth in such circumstances was stretched to
the very limit. Mike Whatmore has an odd eye on history, cock eyed in fact but may his obtuse perspective long persist. The characters defied belief;
Barbara created a pageant of costume and from the pure unadulterated ham
of the larger players to the most diminutive of the mermaids (was it Elise?)
the show was an absolute joy. It was a panto in the grand old tradition – an
exceptional effort from you all.
P.M.P.
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The Great Carbolic Mystery
Some few weeks ago I needed to go to Axminster where I met a man
who had me in stitches within ten minutes of meeting him. No, he wasn’t a
comedian, he was a male nurse at the hospital who was attending to a cut on
my hand. For whatever reason our conversation turned to Charmouth and soap
and so unfolded the story of the carbolic mystery. How did it find its way to
Charmouth?
The nurse’s name is Charles Gould, whose father Bruce Gould had
owned The Hunter’s Lodge Hotel when it was an hotel in the late 1930s. As
the 1939 – 45 War approached, Bruce Gould knew that supplies would be
short, so one of the many things that he stocked up on - was soap. I am told
that the soap was put away by the hundredweight; some of it was pink
carbolic, some white Windsor and also another called Primrose. At the end of
the war there was still 3cwt of the stuff left and in an effort to get rid of it – by
now smelling very strong indeed – some of it was offered to the customers as
one bar of soap with every pint of beer.
As Mr & Mrs Gould moved from one address to another they took the
remaining soap with them. On their demise, their son Charles decided to sell
his father and mother’s bungalow in Colyton and to find new owners for a
variety of items – including the soap. The boxes in which the stuff was
contained had become damp and chewed by mice and in a last ditch effort to
rid himself of the stuff, Bruce gave a box of the remaining soap to Richard
Pavey who, recognizing the soap to be of some historical worth, obtained a
box of it and donated it to the Pavey Group.
No doubt for a financial consideration, a bar of it could be purchased
by any member of The Pavey Group – we could even have a Wine and Soap
Evening!
John Debenham

Filing sixty year old soap in the Pavey Room presented problems. Members
complained. Those of tenderer generations found the essence of carbolic
objectionable, whereas those with the experience of years, found the all pervading
presence of the compound a reassurance, smacking as it did of barrack rooms and
public facilities – a source of some nostalgia.
The Ed.
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Some Memories of Charmouth

The Charmouth House Hotel
It was in January 1944 when my mother, brother Keith and I arrived in
Charmouth, or so I was told! I was only three, and Keith was three & a half
years older than me. At that time my father was serving in India as a Gunnery
Instructor in the Royal Artillery – he did not arrive in Charmouth until late in
1946.
My memory of the Hotel in those early years was that it was very dark
inside the house, but it had a wonderfully big garden. Keith recalls the sitting
room and bedroom as being very much brighter. Room 1 was above the
sitting room at the south end of the East Wing. Re-decoration started
immediately, but it was three years before the house was opened as an hotel.
It was because of the garden that we met one of the many great
characters of our years in the village – Walter Keeley. He was our gardener for
many years, until our mother’s death in 1958. Walter was a member of the
Charmouth Fire Brigade and broke his ankle when answering a call. He
jumped off the garden wall into the Street, but still continued with his duties
having his ankle seen to on his return! He continued to be a great friend to
both of us boys, helping us in so many ways – he seemed to be able to do all
we asked in the way of mending and making. He also put the fear of God into
us if we, or our pony did anything wrong in the garden. We had plenty of crab
apples in the garden – we would throw the windfalls at anyone or anything
going up or down the Street. I should say that rather than throw, we lobbed
them so as to surprise people as they landed near them – certainly not to cause
any harm. The garden was so productive that in the years that my mother was
alive, no produce that could be grown in the garden was ever bought. It
produced soft fruit, apples, pears, plums and all sorts of vegetables and hens
eggs. Walter Keeley, being a very, very good gardener was responsible for
much of this and had a very good relationship with our parents.
Bert Smith, the builder and undertaker worked in Charmouth House on
many occasions, particularly in the closed season. I think his assistant was
Frank Rapsey and they, along with Walter Keeley and my parents would do
the redecorating each winter, always accompanied with much laughter and
joking.
Many local girls and ladies worked at Charmouth House. Joyce and
Ena Bowditch were two we remembered; as were Mrs Grinter, Mrs Turner,
Valerie Crabbe and Joan Hunter who later went on to develop Lutterell House
as a Guest House. Unfortunately, after a few years we ran out of full time
locals and had to employ European and particularly Scandinavian ladies as
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full time staff, although many of those formerly mentioned kept coming for
years. Another story of those years was the arrangement my father had made
with the village Fire Brigade requesting that in the event of a call to the hotel,
the alarm bell would not be sounded. The object was to avoid the distress and
possible panic of the residents. He was very pleased with the fact that in our
time there were two major chimney fires of which the guests were completely
unaware.
When we first arrived in Charmouth and for many years after, our milk
was delivered by Mr Smith of Hogchester Farm. It was ladled out of a churn
into a smaller churn or jugs. In addition, the village baker at that time was also
a Mr Smith, as was our blacksmith …
Mr Restorick was a good butcher who delivered nearly every day to the
hotel. My mother described him as a ‘likeable rogue’ but kept a close eye on
what he supplied. More than one joint was returned to him! He soon learnt that
only the best was acceptable. Jake Farrant supplied some of our fish, the
remainder came from Sansom’s in Bridport but Jake did supply crabs and
lobsters, which he had caught himself from his boat that he kept on the beach

The rear view of the Hotel
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Beach. Moores of Morcombelake supplied us with bread either before or after
Mr Smith whose shop was on the corner going up to the playing field. Mr
Restorick was there as well, though I can’t remember the other shop owner
there. On the opposite side of the Street were Herbert’s the chemist, Lloyds
Bank and next to Gears Garage a toy and stationer’s shop.
Charmouth House itself was not altered greatly at first, or even in the
years we lived in it. The one modification to the building that was done
before opening in the spring of 1947 was that the middle wing was extended
slightly. This made space for two small bedrooms upstairs and a living room/
office for us downstairs. A year or two later the stables, which were the
ground floor of the west wing were made into three more bedrooms. At this
time I don’t think our parents realized just how keen their sons were going to
be on horse riding. In the conversion of the stables, all the stable fittings were
given to Bullens to improve their stables at Catherston.
Peter Ransford

Gwen Ransford
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Neil

Keith

Those bedrooms became firm favourites with some guests as each had doors
that opened directly into the courtyard and garden. No other structural changes
were made as the character of the house was very important and needed to be
preserved. In 1949 bedroom 2 was split into two rooms, three lock up garages
were built in the mid fifties, these were farther along Higher Sea Lane backing
into the garden.
I don’t recall the names of all the hoteliers in Charmouth at that time;
the Densham Smiths were at Gresham House, the Youngs at Hammonds
Mead and Mrs Buck at The Court. Inevitably as one recalls the past,
more and more memories of certain characters come flooding back. Mr
Grinter and Mr Turner were great characters. Mr Grinter was a roadman
working for the council and Mr Turner a carpenter and decorator. Mr Gollop
was the coal merchant who had premises just up the hill on the opposite side
of the road from the New Inn facing Nutcombe Terrace. Grant Edwards, who
lived
farther up at Wood Farm had a horse and cart and did deliveries of
gravel and seaweed for people’s gardens. Other memories were of Mr Gear
and his garage and of Mr Matthews who operated a haulage service with his
one pick-up service between the village and the local communities. His
wife was

The Garden
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the operator of the village telephone exchange and was therefore, a wonderful
source of local information – I wonder why? I should also mention Mrs
Copp’s haberdashery on the corner of Old Lyme Road, Mr & Mrs Childs’
hardware shop and plumbing business; who were on the opposite side of road,
but higher up than the Hotel, immediately above Mr Hutchings, the cobbler,
before he moved down the hill to just above where the library now stands. Mr
Habgood was the village policeman we recall – he went on following his
retirement to become the harbour master at Lyme.
Of course, we came to know Mr Reginald Pavey very soon after we
came to live in Charmouth. He was a great character, much respected and
always very kind and interested in us. In 1946 my brother went to Clifton
College Preparatory School, having previously been at Mona House School at
Uplyme. Mr Pavey had been educated at Clifton College and later became
Senior Master at the Preparatory School, retiring in 1928.
Our mother died suddenly. She had had a lot to do with the Boys Club
of Charmouth prior to opening the hotel and because of that there are many
men who remember, as boys, coming to the Charmouth House garden for
activities. She died in 1958 and there is a lasting memorial to her in
Charmouth – the Church Gates. They were designed by her and made by Mr
Smith the blacksmith from Chideock. Soon after her death, if not before, Keith
and I had gone either into National Service or had left school, so we were no
longer resident in the village, but we kept in contact with Charmouth until my
father sold the hotel in 1961.

Neil Ransford

Forthcoming Events
Group Meeting
Charmouth in Change

Thursday 19th February
7.30pm The Elms

Public Meeting
Medieval Monastery to Royalist Stronghold
Abbotsbury, The Strangeway Family
Dr Karen Miew

Thursday 18th March
7.30pm The Village Hall

Pavey Group Open Day
In August

August (Date To Be Finalised)
The Elms
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The Snippet
nd

Bridport News 2 August 1935

(Letter to the editor)

Charmouth Bathing Charge
Sir. May I as an annual visitor to Charmouth of some years protest
against the imposition of a charge of 3d per person per bathe from the beach.
This charge is in addition to the charge for a tent or hut from which each
bather is required to bathe.
I assume the object of this charge is to meet the case of daily visitors
who come to the village in cars and enjoy a bathe and the amenities of the
beach without spending anything in the village. I think the Council should be
high minded enough to be able to disregard the irritation caused by these
visitors; but to impose a charge of 3d to all bathers is, to my mind a great
mistake, and an injustice to people like myself, who love the village for its
unspoilt beauty and freedom from urban restrictions.
If this charge is to penalise those who come in their cars for a days
outing, then it must be doomed to failure. For a few miles more or less does
not matter to a motorist. They will not tolerate such an imposition of this
charge and will seek free bathing on other beaches.
Thus this bathing tax will fall on the unhappy resident visitor or day
visitor. Surely the Council can be content with making it compulsory for
bathers to bathe from a tent or hut.
A.J.C. Snelling Surrey

Dug-up by Richard Stirk
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Nutcombe Terrace in the Nineteen-Forties
This account relates primarily to the childhood experiences of the
first generation to be brought up in Nutcombe Terrace, a period largely
confined to the nineteen-forties.
Nutcombe Terrace comprises twelve houses in three blocks of four
built by the local council in the early thirties and made available as affordable
accommodation for young, local couples with children. The first block,
numbers one to four, was home to the Turners, the Hallets, the Whites and the
Dukes'. The 'second' block had the Havis's, Holmans, Grinters and
Bowditchs (Bill) at numbers five to eight respectively. The third, or 'top'
block, housed the Stirks (9), Pigeons (10) and Bowditchs (Alf) (11), with
number twelve occupied by the Trotts. Five of the twelve men in the Terrace
were
gardeners and three worked for the local council. A mason, a
chauffeur, and a painter and decorator also lived there.
The child population was not constant of course, but about twenty
two children lived there. The children played together and all attended the
Council school in Lower Sea Lane. Cur recollections are of playing games
around the Terrace including tag, hide-and-seek and a variation of the latter
called 'North, East, South, West'. The latter was preceded by a chanted
challenge to the nominated seeker including the phrase, 'North, East, South,
West and find the one you like the best'. Interestingly, one of us (alright, it was
Malcolm Bowditch) thought that the fact that he was seldom found
reflected his highly developed skill and ability to melt into the surroundings. It
was a little while before he came to the realisation that, just maybe, not
everyone looked!
We attended each other’s birthday parties and Sidney Marston used
to invite Terrace children to tea at 'Bymead' quite frequently. He showed the
same silent film every time, but it was always enjoyed. Standing out in our
collective memory is the big tea party arranged to celebrate Victory in Europe
(VE Day). Trestle tables were set up at the front of Nos. 1 and 2 and
sufficient chairs were mustered to seat all the children. In the photograph,
most of the children and all of the adult helpers can be seen. Frank Turner and
Alf Hallett are included but it would be some time before others were
demobilized and quite a long time before VJ Day after which the rest would
be 'demobbed'. Julia Holman was six months old when her father, Wilf, left as
a soldier. When the returned four and a half years later she failed to
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recognize him. Her older sister Janet remembers going to Paradise Copse with
Bobby Bayliss (an evacuee living at number 6), Diana Havis and the latter's
mother, Lavaine, and seeing a parachutist caught up in a tree. He was thought
to be a German and Lavaine described him 'as only a boy'. During this period
strips of aluminium film and of some other material, probably carbon-filled
paper, were scattered from the air presumably to confuse radar, or 'radio
location' as it was then known. We collected this stuff and the object
VE Day Party

The Nutcombe Terrace party was attended by (adults from L to R): ? Pigeon, ? Stirke,
Joyce Bowditch, Olive White, Kit Dukes, Win Hallett, Lavine Havis, Lilian
Bowditch, Vi Holman, Frank Turner, Alf Hallett,(Terrace lodge), May Bowditch and
Daisy Trott. Children from L to R include: Pauline Turner, Mike Trott, Julie Holman,
Malcolm Bowditch, Diana Havis, Bobby Bayliss, George Bowditch, Janet Holman,
Valerie Turner, Colin Bowditch, Hilary Bowditch, Billy (Joe) Dukes and Angela
Bowditch (with bow). The babe in arms may be Carol Maine.
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was to have a larger roll of it than anyone else. At school, children were taken
into the fields and woods to collect rosehips, useful as a valuable source of
vitamin C, and acorns, for use as pig food. We were encouraged to kill white
butterflies and Colin
Bowditch recalls a small sum being paid if one had
enough corpses. Empty jam jars were taken to Nurse Wellman, the local
midwife, and she would dole out measures of a sweet chocolate powder in
return.
Most of the boys had 'carts' made up from sets of old pram wheels, a
few pieces of wood and a wooden box, or crate. These carts were used for all
sorts of purposes, particularly when groups of us went out 'wooding'. This
involved the collection of fallen branchwood for use as a fuel. This was largely a winter occupation. In December, visits to known sources of holly were
commonplace, as were less legitimate visits to hedgerows and woods for
Christmas trees.
After the supper

At a village supper in the early fifties. Included from left to right are: Alf Hallett, Reub
Frampton (an 'outsider'), Diana Havis (back only visible), Lavaine Havis, Janet Holman, Vi Holman, Julie Holman and Angela Bowditch.
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The local fields, woods and streams were a year-round source of
interest for all.
In the spring all kinds of wild flowers were gathered and
bunches were tied to staves carried over the shoulder and brought back to the
village where they adorned the homes of the pickers or were sold for coppers
to local shops. Daffodils, snowdrops, cowslips and bluebells were all collected
in this way. Yellow flags were sometimes cut from the swampy area at the
lower end of 'Second field'. The lads collected hazel rods and twigs for runner
bean and pea sticking.
Bird nesting was also a popular activity and most of the boys
collected eggs, an acceptable activity all those years ago. Owls nested in the
old barn-like structure m the field next to the Playing Field. To find the nests
of Dippers, Moorhens and Coots was especially fun because this also involved
exploring the local rivers and streams. Once, when climbing a conifer to reach
a pigeon's nest Alf Trott stood on a rotten branch and fell to the ground where
he was cushioned to some extent by a bed of pine needles. Though his
airborne moments were brief, he claimed to have had time to recall and
confirm the sentiments of the song about the man on the flying trapeze who
"flew through the air with the greatest of ease".
In the better summer weather, both boys and girls built
encampments in woods using branch wood and twigs thatched with bracken.
We looked for fish and found tiddlers, sticklebacks and newts in streams and
ponds. We cut hazel to make bows and arrows. Any largish feathers that could
be found were used to provide flights for the arrows. Terrace children and
others spent time on the low cliffs looking out to sea for evidence of
shoals of mackerel approaching shore to spawn and, when spotted, one or two
children would race up the Lower Sea Lane to tell Percy Smith who would
then appear and, with the "wold mackel bwoat" (there were two others "the
wold green 'un" and the "wold brown 'un"), and some assistance at the
landward end, would take a seine net around the mass of thrashing fish which
were then landed by hauling in the two ends of the net.
With autumn came opportunities to collect hazel nuts and chestnuts
from hedgerows and woods, and mushrooms from the fields. Also, with
autumn, came the responsibility of maintaining the honourable tradition of
apple 'scrumping'.
Walnuts, too, were surreptitiously gathered from
well-known trees at Catherston. Blackberrying was a very popular activity and
involved adults as well as children. Pies and preserves, such as jam and
bramble jelly, were welcome additions to the larders of all.
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As children we would collect almost anything, including hawthorn berries
('bread and cheese'), sorrel leaves and 'groundnuts' - underground tubers that
we dug out with knives and wiped perfunctorily before consumption.
Most of the boys (and some girls) spent time in their summer
holidays on local farms. Roger Grinter was always associated with Manor
Farm, occupied then as now by the Loosemores. He caught moles and cured
the skins in the traditional way with saltpetre. He ultimately owned a much
envied moleskin waistcoat. George and Colin Bowditch favoured Hogchester
and Backlands Farms. Rita Turner was friendly with Mollie Smith and
therefore also favoured Hogchester. Malcolm Bowditch spent time at Lily
Farm and later at Wood Farm. John Bowyer had Lily Farm and many of us
from the Terrace used to join in the haymaking in 'Private Field', accessed by
a single gate next to 'Candida Cottage'. Mothers and children from the Terrace
used to picnic in the hayfield during the war, reclining in mounds of fragrant
hay drinking fizzy Corona if we were lucky but, more commonly, homemade
lemonade or ginger beer. This, together with jam or fish paste sandwiches and
a homemade cake represented the height of any child's ambition on these
occasions. Sloping from top to bottom, the field also provided recreational
opportunities in the winter after a fall of snow. Homemade sledges, tin trays
or bent corrugated iron sheets were all pressed into service to use the snow
which may have lasted then, as now, for only a short time. When the snow
lasted a little longer, we set off for steeper and longer runs. 'Eleven Acres' to
the east of the Char was popular, as was a spot at Hogchester with an
especially steep slope.
The girls used waxed disc seals from milk bottles to make woollen
'pom-poms'. If boys could find a key with a hollow centre, a nail to fit the hole
was cut flat and the two were joined by a length of string. When charged with
the heads of a few red matches, the nail was fitted snugly and the whole device would be swung against a hard vertical surface so as to strike the nail and
cause a satisfyingly sharp report with maybe a flash and a puff of smoke.
Another popular pastime was that of collecting car numbers. A group
of us commonly stood at the side of the A35 and there, each armed with a
notebook and pencil, we would record the registration numbers of the cars as
they passed. The fact that we often became bored for want of traffic or had to
accept that one had already recorded particular numbers illustrates very clearly
how times have changed.
Most families kept chickens for eggs and meat but several also kept
14

rabbits; for food and as pets. Excess stock – and rabbits were always rabbits was sold to one or other of the local butchers. The children foraged for
suitable rabbit food. Milk thistle, dandelions, vetch and clover were all prized.
Rabbiting, using ferrets and nets, was another popular occupation. Mike Trott,
from No 12, was a very keen rabbiter and he had two ferrets which he often
carried next to his skin under his shirt. Colin Bowditch often accompanied
him when they would go as far afield as Fishponds for example. They cycled
to get there, with Mike's dogs - Flash and Sue - running
alongside but,
because Mike was a haemophiliac and wore a caliper, he found it difficult to
pedal up steep hills and Colin helped by towing him using a short length of
rope. Mike was never one to let his incapacity get in the way of pursuing his
interests.

Fete parade
A group of Terrace children on an August Bank Holiday in the late forties just before
taking part in the annual fete fancy dress parade. From L to R, Roger Grinter, George
Bowditch, Pauline Turner, Alf Trott, Diana Havis, Billy 'Joe' Duke and Valerie Turner.
The third scout, semi-obscured, is Jeff Stork, a welcome 'outsider' from 'Brackendale'
further west on the northern side of the Axminster road.
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After the war, the occasional 'Social' was held in the Church Hall as
were Dances and, significantly, Village Suppers. Children from the Terrace
were always to be found represented on these occasions and the photograph
on page 12, from a Village Supper in the late forties, shows some of them
involved in the familiar game in which an orange under the chin is passed
from one to the other. Two teams are involved and the winning team is the one
that finishes first, though we understand that some prefer to lose.
Three of the scouts from about this time can be seen in the
photograph on page 15, together with other Terrace children in Fancy Dress,
prior to taking part in the parade that regularly preceded the annual Fete on
August bank holiday Mondays. The featured scouts are George Bowditch, Alf
Trott and Jeff Stork who is partly hidden on the right.
Although both Rita Whatmore and Colin Bowditch still live in the
houses of their birth some 60 years later, the end of the forties to early fifties
coincided with the time when many of this first generation of Terrace
children moved away; to work, to do their National Service, to go to
university or to be married. In short, their childhood was ended and so also,
therefore, is this brief account of their childhood days.

Janet Green, Rita Whatmore and Malcolm Bowditch
Of Interest
This edition of the Echo boasts a record of its own. If you turn to the last
three pages of this issue No13, you will have an idea of the support we
receive from the village benefactors and businesses. This is a record! So
many thanks to these good people who have faith in us. Finally an especial
expression of thanks to those who have paid their subs.
It may not be generally known but the Pavey Group subscribes to two major
Dorset publications. They are:
Under the Greenwood Tree The publication of the Somerset and Dorset
Family History Society. This of particular use for the genealogical
researcher and of real interest to the local historian. It also lists current local
and national publications complete with order forms.
We are also members of Dorset Natural History and Archaeological Society
and have copies of their annual publication the Proceedings of the Society.
This is a substantial production with a wealth of information on a wide range
interests. They are available for perusal but regret they may not be borrowed.
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The Christmas Swim
Some come on foot, some in a car
Some live quite near, some from afar
Hundreds of people gather here
On Charmouth Beach year after year.
They come to see the brave and bold
Swim in the sea in the bitter cold
Some dressed up and looking fine
One just lies back and sips his wine.
At eleven o’clock they all run in
Through chattering teeth they try to grin
Hot toddies ready back on shore
Give warmth to those chilled to the core.
The founder of this annual soak
Landlady of the Royal Oak
Eileen Milton was her name
Now Jeff and Carol do the same.
To raise money for the RNLI
On Christmas Day, now you know why
Hundreds of people gather here
On Charmouth Beach year after year.

Rita Whatmore

Picture courtesy
of Richard Austin

Rob Davis & John Pennington
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The Charities of Charmouth
Witches and Broomsticks, half clad crones or black patent pumps with
white cotton stockings held up by lacy silk garters! These are some of the
thoughts that crossed my mind when I first heard about the Shoe & Stocking
Bequest, one of the original eight Charmouth Charities. This was certainly not
the object of the charity founded by Robert Salter in 1642 when he made a
bequest of £300 for the purchase of lands, the rent from which in 1786 was
£5.10s to provide shoe and stocking for the poor women and girls.
About an acre of land situated on Lower Sea Lane on the site
where Green Gates and W ay Along are today, was let out to a Mr Matthew
Lock for 21 years, a term later extended to 99 years. He built six small
tenements, which he let for £4 - £6 per annum. The land rent was put against
the upkeep of the almshouse thus giving the name to the property ‘Shoe &
Stocking Land’. These tenements, situated opposite to what is now Hensleigh
Hotel, were subsequently burnt down – with alarming speed – as there were
no such things as fire hydrants in Sea Lane as it was called in those days. The
land was sold off in 1921.

The Shoe and Stocking

This is a modern name but thought to be the remaining structure of where
the old Alms Houses once stood.
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Anthony Tutcher endowed a building in 1661 on land upon which
Mrs Stuart subsequently built The Court. In 1868, she demolished the old
buildings that had previously served as almshouse for the poor, to build a
coach house. The only property preserved on the site was the cottage now
known as the ‘Shoe & Stocking’ the name having an association with the
original Shoe & Stocking bequest. Mrs Stuart then purchased a property next
to the old school that had once been Mr Hodges’ cow byre. On that site she
had built a terrace of three cottages, later to be known as Hall V iew, the old
Charmouth Almshouses. The builder was a Mr Will Everleigh of
Morcombelake. These cottages were sold for private residences in 1952 and
the capital invested. Originally Hall V iew had three rooms on the ground floor
and three above and was let to poor parishioners, four of whom had received
Parish Relief since 1836 and were apparently transfers from the old
Almshouses prior to The Court. Mr Ellis Long who was secretary of the
United Charities in 1988, recounted a tale of old Tom Fippen, the last inmate
of old The Shoe & Stocking, in 1868 before the almshouses were relocated.
He told of his mother threatening to hand him over to ‘Old Boney’ if he
misbehaved. Mr Hodges son had a shop situated below the Coach & Horses –
now luxury flats – he left £1000 towards the purchase of lands which became
the
playing fields at the end of Barr’s Lane in 1934. In 1933 other
endowments were worth: Poulson in 1890 - £94.17.3: Andrew Tucker in1887
- £150, and £29.2. 9; John Bullen in 1852 - £100; Mary Ann Bullen – £44. 18.
6; Richard John Marker in 1901;The ‘Poor’s Charity’ - £958. 11. 10; Robert
Salter – £279. 14 1; the Shoe & Stocking £301. 4. 2. All these charities
operated and were accounted separately until 1921 when they were
amalgamated under the one name of Charmouth United Charities. In 1994 on
the advice of the Commissioners for Charities the name was again changed to
The Almshouse Charity, this being the greater of the endowments. Then all
the investments were transferred to the Charity Commission Official
Investment Fund, thus simplifying accounting and records.
The original objectives of the charities remain, but the purposes have
been extended and brought into line with modern needs. Assistance with
student grants, equipment for training, invalid needs, loans in cases of
hardship, recognition of those who, in the previous year have suffered serious
illness or bereavement and Christmas relief for the less well off, are some of
the grants made. This income is derived from shares held by COIF and they
have in 2003, maintained sufficient funds in spite of current market
conditions.
David Carter
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The Danish Raids and Historical Evidence
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The Transcription
Scarce two miles eastward (of Lyme) is Charmouth, a
little obscure village seated on the mouth of the Char,
“a riveret” which ending its short course there,
leaving its name to the place, which, now of no note,
twice served the Danes as a landing place and fought
to wrest the English Sceptre out of the true owners hands.
Their first arrival was in the year of our Salvation
831, and the thirty third year of the reign of Egbert,
King of the West Saxons and who, encountering
(the Danes) on the adjoining hills, received so great an
overthrow, that he, the king, was forced to “try for himself’
by flight, being much assisted by the approaching night.
In this battle he lost diverse of his ‘chiefest’ men and
many soldiers, amongst whom our writers have
remembered two bishops, Readmond, or as some write
him, Headmond, Bishop of Sherborne whom our last
chronicler, John Speed, miscalled by the name of
Vigfred; and Herefrede, Bishop of Winchester.
The Danes ‘ proud of their great success desisted
not to infest this kingdom in diverse other places’,
even though having been twice beaten by king Egbert
elsewhere,they stayed away eight years until 838, in the
second year of the reign of king Athelwolfe, son and
successor to Egbert, when they once more arrived at
Charmouth, which place Simon Dunhelm and Hen.
Huntingdon call Carrum, and encountering king
Athelwolfe, they were as successful as before, and
beat the West Saxons.
The village itself is now small and of no note. All
I can say of it is, that William the First gave it to his half
brother, the Earle of Moriton. (Following the Conquest.)

This account of the Danish raids on the Dorset coast is to be found in
A Particular View or Survey of the Countie of Dorsetshire by the Reverend
Coker, the Vicar of Mappowder, Dorset, published in 1632. It is unique in that
an original copy is in the library of the Dorset Museum in Dorchester.
A century earlier, in 1540, the most famous of the English
antiquarians, John Leland (1503 – 52) had passed through Charmouth
having been commissioned by Henry V111 to undertake an eight year
journey from 1535 - 43 to gather ‘England’s Antiquities’. He was given free
rein to ‘retrieve’ ancient documents from the recently acquired church lands,
monasteries and other religious buildings for the Royal Library.
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He recorded the many journeys that took him throughout most of England,
generating an enormous mass of notes relating to his acquisitions but also
with descriptions of the landscape and especially the histories of the
communities through which he travelled. He was in Lyme in 1540 and stopped
long enough in Charmouth to make the following observations. He said of the
village:
From Colington to Charmouth by metley goode ground a goode fisher
toun a long mile. Here I passed a little brocket and after in the very bottom
and farther end of the toun. I passed over Charebroke, that a little lower goeth
into the se; and of this river the toun takith its name. Chare water risith three
miles above Charemouth by north in a parke of the kings caullid Marshe
Woode.
From this point Leland went on to describe the bloody encounters with
the Danes. In 831 and 838. His sources it appears, were from the A nglo Saxon
Chronicles the earliest history of England in an English language, although
it would not be understood today. The existing Chronicles are in seven
manuscripts that span the period from the Christian conversion of the Saxons
to the year 1154. The compilation of these remarkable histories is attributed
to Alfred the Great (871-899). They constitute a history of the origins of the
Anglo Saxon people and especially of the origins of the English language.
John Leland never completed his great work; the task of collating his
enormous mass of notes, it is said, drove him mad by 1550. He died two years
later. He was a brilliant scholar who had actually written poetry – in Latin –
for Henry’s marriage to Anne Boleyn - his competence in English did not
reflect that talent. John Hearne, another prominent antiquarian, finally
published his notes on his epic journeys from 1535 to 1543 in six volumes as
Leland’s Itinerary in 1712. Leland’s work provides a fascinating insight into
so many aspects of Tudor England – his spelling not being the least of them.
Reverend Coker’s account of the battles on Charmouth beach was
published in his history, A Particular V iew or Survey of the Countie of
Dorset in 1632; the frontispiece of it is shown as an introduction to this
article. For the sake of this article, the Coker version is preferred to the Leland’s. His account of the action on the beach is found in John Hutchins’ The
History and Antiquities of The County of Dorset, the monumental four volume
history of the county of 1863. Regrettably Hutchins transcribed Leland’s 16th
Century copy into a modern English script. The charm was lost.
An original copy of the Coker history is in the library of the Dorset
County Museum. The selection of his account of the battles was less for
history than for the pure pleasure of it looking at it. Hence the frontispiece
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and the script of the original were selected as examples of the printer’s art and
the charm of the language of 472 years ago.
The Battles of the Beach 831 (or 833) and 838 (or 840)
There is a problem concerning the Danish raids of 831 and 838. In the
first place there is a problem of dates. This is probably due to the
inconsistencies in the editions of the A nglo Saxon Chronicle and the fact that
the events were recorded nearly 1200 years ago. This is also true in the
matter of place names over that great span. It is known that Egbert and his son
Athelwolfe campaigned in the southwest within that decade of the 9 th
Century, Egbert having beaten a combined Danish and British force at
Hingston Down above the Tamar in 836. There are doubts with dates.
A far greater problem arises with place names. There are doubts as to
whether the raids even occurred on Charmouth beach. It devolves upon place
names. You will observe in the transcript of the battles that there is a hint of
contention in the name Carrum. Two sources are quoted, Henry of Huntington and Simon of Durham who named the place of the raids as Carrum. But in
Hutchins’ footnote on the raids p.218 (this time in 833 and 840) It is by no
means certain that the Carrum of Simon of Durham undoubtedly referred to
another place, most likely in the north of England.
Speed, also named in the transcript, says that the Danes landed at
Lindesfarne in the north of England where they met and fought the Danes at
Carham. The ultimate heresy is that recent scholarship has given weight to the
probability of Carhampton in North Somerset as the site of the battles. We can
only be consoled by the fact that no one knows for sure. Except us.

Sources

Peter M Press

If you feel compelled to seek more of the origins of early Englishness, The Anglo Saxon Chronicles is the book for you. It is not a best seller. It is obtainable in
bookshops, although you will probably have to order a copy. The other histories cited
above are accessible.
The Reference Room of the County Library has a copy of the ASC, also the Leland’s
Itinerary in six volumes. Check there for Hutchins and Coker histories.
The library of the Dorset Museum has A Particular V iew or Survey of the Countie of
Dorset 1632 By The Reverend Coker.
The Charmouth Library has the four volumes of Hutchins’ The History and
Antiquities of The County of Dorset 1863.
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PATTIMORE

High Class Family Butcher
Poultry & Game Dealer

All Local Farm Fresh Meat. Home Made
Sausages, Cooked Hams, Pasties & Pies

The Street, Charmouth. Tel 560757

D.COZENS

Removals
Delivery on any item or Part load

34, Bridge Rd , Charmouth.
Tel: 01297 560773

Serving all-day
breakfast and home made lunches using
best local produce.
Cakes, savouries and
Dorset cream teas
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CLIST FINANCIAL

MANAGEMENT LTD. EA`S
EAST WING, THE STREET,
CHARMOUTH,
DORSET, DT6 6RE
TEL:- 01297 561005

Our Sponsors
This list is of those people and organisations who have given
most generously in support of the Village Echo and the
Pavey Group.
Mrs Joan Pavey
Do Heath
Mary Davis
Ed Bowditch
John Williams
Vera Matthews
Geoff Restorick
Charmouth Fayre
Pat & John Stamp
Gill & Roger Joye
Jeff & Carol Prosser
Peter & Maggie Press
Charmouth Companions
Mallory & Pauline Hayter
Francis Lock, Pharmacist
Kenneth & Tanya Bradford
Andrew & Jill Bailey, Londis
Malcolm & Heather Bowditch
Ray & Rosalind, Stow House
Ian & Alison Shilston, Morgans
James & Valerie Hatcher, Braggs
Elaine & Rob Love, Villager Stoves
Messrs Fortnam: Smith and Banwell
Paul & Jennifer, Fish Bar & Seashells
Dean & Marie Herbert, The George Inn
Peter Noel, Marshall Noel Accountants
Richard & Jan Wyatt, Roofing Specialist
Caroline & John Davis, The Hensleigh Hotel
Philip & Carol Mapstone, The Queens Armes
Ian and Liz Simpson, The White House Hotel
Mike Smith, Frampton, Smith & Partners, Accountants
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Devonedge Hairdressing
Ladies & Gentlemen's Hairdressing
The Street, Charmouth.

CALL IN TO OUR SALON OR
PHONE US ON 01297 560572

Hensleigh Hotel

FRANCIS LOCK
M.R. PHARMS.S

Licensed Restaurant
Lower Sea Lane, Charmouth

Developing & Printing
Kodak Films
Toiletries & Cosmetics

Light Lunches, A La Cart Restaurant

PHARMACIST
CHARMOUTH

Morning Coffees, Cream Teas,
We aim to always use Fresh Local Produce

We look forward to welcoming you soon!

We're always happy to cater for your Special Occasion Meals or Buffets

Tel :- Charmouth 560261

Reservations please call John or Caroline on 01297 560830

MORGANS OF CHARMOUTH

3-4 The Arcade , Charmouth, Dorset, DT6 6PU

Plants
For
Sale

YOUR VILLAGE STORE
WITH A DIFFERENCE

TEA ROOM &
WALLED GARDEN
OPEN EASTER TO
OCTOBER

Ray and Rosalind

The Street, Charmouth
Tel :- 01297 561228

The George Inn
10th Century Coach House
Bar Snacks - Full Restaurant
Real Ales
Large Garden & play Area
Dean & Marie Herbert
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CHARMOUTH FISH BAR
AND SEA SHELLS CAFÉ
NOW OPEN ALL THE
YEAR ROUND
FOR DETAILS OF OPENING TIMES
TELEPHONE : 01297 560220

CHARMOUTH STORES
YOUR LONDIS STORE
Your

MACE
J.R.W.BRAGG
(James & Valerie Hatcher)

PREMIER
IN CHARMOUTH

for a

Friendly Welcome and
Value For Money

TELEPHONE
CHARMOUTH 560304

CONVENIENCE STORE
OFF Andy
LICENCE
FRESH
PRODUCE
&- Jill
Bailey
SUN COTTAGE WHOLE FOODS
01297
FREE
LOCAL560304
DELIVERIES

Tel: 01297 560052

MIKE BOWDITCH

Builder and General
Maintenance Work
Tel : 01297 560129

Vincent `s

Gwen Oxenbury
BED AND BREAKFAST
GreenBanks
Lower Sea Lane, Charmouth
Five Minutes From beach

HAIR DESIGN

THE STREET CHARMOUTH
DORSET DT6 6PU
Telephone: (01297) 560221

Tel : Charmouth 560227

Swansmead

BED AND BREAKFAST

Pharmacy House, Lower Sea Lane,
CHARMOUTH, Dorset, DT6 6LH
Mary Davis – Tel (01297 560025)
E-mail: pharmacyho@aol.com
Webste:http://members.aol.com/pharmacyho

Bed and Breakfast

Riverway, Charmouth
Dorset, DT6 6LS
Mrs Anthea Thomas
Tel : 01297 560465
E-mail: anthea@swansmead.co.uk

En-suite, Tea/coffee facilities, T.V., Radio, Hair Drier
Always a warm welcome Full English Breakfast
5 minutes from the Beach
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